




There is a significant gender gap in Physics
globally.  Many factors contribute to the low
number of female physicists: limited access to
education, poverty, social and cultural factors, the
lack of female role models and mentors. The
scarcity of female researchers means a huge
fraction of the country's potential for scientific
progress is wasted.

Gender Gap in Science



To meet UN's Sustainable

Development Goals, Pakistan

needs to empower its female

population.



All the organizing team would like to dedicate this event to
our mothers. Only due to our mother's efforts, we are
able to organize such an event today. From our childhood
to adulthood, they dedicated their life to us; from
preparing school meals to giving lunch for the office,
saving from dad's punishment to relieving the stress of
adolescence. 

Dedicated to all our moms



Mankind's Greatest Masterpieces - James Webb Space telescope
Speaker: Roshaan Bukhari

Career in Space Science
Speaker: Yumna Majeed

Three Great Achievement of Science
Speaker: Dr. Pervaiz Hoodbouy

Tea Break - 11:25 AM Schedule



Maqsad - Online learning Platform (Sponsor talk)

Building Blocks of the Universe
Speaker: Dr. Shabana Nisar

Schedule

Medical Physics: A broad spectrum of Career
Speaker: Ms Zainab Ronaque 

STEM GAALA By The Dawood's Foundation
Demonstrator:  Mr Maroof Motan, Mr Saad Bin Imtiaz , Ms

Sadia Shaik



Life of Marie Curie 

Vera Rubin and  her struggle in the academia

Story of Chien-Shiung Wu

Halki Baraf

Hunarmand
Speaker: Saqib ShahzadSchedule

Quiz Competition
 

Closing Ceremony



Please listen to all talks and

videos attentively. 

 

There will be 50 questions.

 

40 questions : 500 RS

 

10 Hard Questions: 1000 RS



Keep your belonging with you.

 

Take you belongings with you  during the tea

break.

 

Please put your phone on vibrate/silent mode.

 
Show your best behaviour as your representing

your college.

 

In case of help please get in touch with our

volunteers or the organizers.


